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I. Project Overview 

A. Abstract 
In the box below, describe the project objectives, methodology, and results obtained and their signifi-
cance. If this work is a continuation of a multi-year SCEC-funded project, please include major research 
findings for all previous years in the abstract. (Maximum 250 words.) 
 
Viscoelastic deformation following large earthquakes in Southern California has been studied pervasive-
ly (e.g., Pollitz et al., 2003; Freed et al., 2007) providing estimates of lower crustal and upper mantle 
rheology from these time-dependent data.  As a complement to these studies, nominally steady inter-
seismic GPS data have been interpreted with both tectonic and earthquake cycle models to similarly 
provide estimates of lower crustal and upper mantle rheology (e.g., Meade and Hager, 2005, Smith and 
Sandwell, 2009; Pollitz et al., 2008; Chuang and Johnson, 2011; Hearn et al., 2013).  However the links 
between post- and interseismic deformation have been less thoroughly examined in the context of high-
fidelity representations of fault system geometry in southern California (Plesch et al., 2007).  Here we 
propose to apply the that can simultaneously explain rapid postseismic deformation following the 1992 
Landers and 1999 Hector Mine earthquakes as well as the longer-term GPS velocity fields developed as 
the SCEC Crustal Motion Model.  Our plan was to utilize a block model geometry based on the Rectilin-
ear Community Fault Model and integrating the polyviscous viscoelastic code described by in our pro-
posal from last year.  The work for this coming year is focused not only code development but rather on 
the application of viscoelastic block models with multiple relaxation time scales to high-fidelity represen-
tations of the southern California fault system.  However, upon starting these calculations we determined 
that the required CPU time for a complete southern California model would be ~2 million core hours per 
run, so we pivoted, successfully! 
 

B. SCEC Annual Science Highlights 
Each year, the Science Planning Committee reviews and summarizes SCEC research accomplishments, 
and presents the results to the SCEC community and funding agencies. Rank (in order of preference) the 
sections in which you would like your project results to appear. Choose up to 3 working groups from be-
low and re-order them according to your preference ranking. 
 

Seismology 
1) Tectonic Geodesy 
2)   Stress and Deformation Through Time (SDOT) 

 3)   Computational Science 
 
 Exemplary Figure 
Select one figure from your project report that best exemplifies the significance of the results. The figure 
may be used in the SCEC Annual Science Highlights and chosen for the cover of the Annual Meeting 
Proceedings Volume. In the box below, enter the figure number from the project report, figure caption and 
figure credits. 
 
Figure 2. Histograms of the individual times (in % of earthquake cycle) at which a maximum (positive) 
value of kinematically consistent Coulomb Failure Stress is reached. Thin black vertical lines represent 
the mean and median time of occurrence. Opacity represents recurrence earthquake cycle recurrence 
interval duration: the most transparent histograms (background) correspond to T = 100 years and the 
least transparent histograms correspond to T = 500 years. 

C. SCEC Science Priorities 
In the box below, please list (in rank order) the SCEC priorities this project has achieved. See 
https://www.scec.org/research/priorities for list of SCEC research priorities. For example: 6a, 6b, 6c 
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1e, 2b 

 

D. Intellectual Merit 
How does the project contribute to the overall intellectual merit of SCEC? For example: How does the 
research contribute to advancing knowledge and understanding in the field and, more specifically, SCEC 
research objectives? To what extent has the activity developed creative and original concepts?  
 
This project extends and tests ideas related to viscoelastic stress transfer and triggering of large earth-
quakes. 

E. Broader Impacts 
How does the project contribute to the broader impacts of SCEC as a whole? For example: How well has 
the activity promoted or supported teaching, training, and learning at your institution or across SCEC? If 
your project included a SCEC intern, what was his/her contribution? How has your project broadened the 
participation of underrepresented groups? To what extent has the project enhanced the infrastructure for 
research and education (e.g., facilities, instrumentation, networks, and partnerships)? What are some 
possible benefits of the activity to society? 
 
This work supported the graduate student career of one student (Phoebe DeVries) at Harvard.  As al-
ways we plan to make the github repository (polyviscous earthquake cycle) public after the first set of 
papers is submitted. 

F. Project Publications 
All publications and presentations of the work funded must be entered in the SCEC Publications data-
base. Log in at http://www.scec.org/user/login and select the Publications button to enter the SCEC Pubi-
cations System. Please either (a) update a publication record you previously submitted or (b) add new 
publication record(s) as needed. If you have any problems, please email web@scec.org for assistance. 
 
 
One paper “Kinematically Consistent Models of Viscoelastic Stress Evolution” emerged from this work 
and has been submitted.  It will be added to the SCEC data base when it is published 
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II. Technical Report 
Viscoelastic deformation through the earthquake cycle: Implications for slip deficit rate estimates 

As mentioned above the contribution of long-term postseismic deformation to present-day defor-
mation in southern California has been studied extensively (Pollitz et al., 2008; Chuang and Johnson, 
2011; Hearn et al., 2013).  These are important works that have contributed to and understanding of the 
temporal complexity of geometrically measured velocities and also how this may deviate from the steady 
state models that are more widely used.  For example, a simple way to understand these differences is to 
consider the percentage difference between predicted surface displacements between a two-dimensional 
steady state elastic model (Savage and Burford, 1972) and a two-dimensional viscoelastic model with an 
elastic schizosphere and a Maxwell rheology plastosphere (Savage and Prescott, 1978).  Figure 1 show 
this percentage variation as a function of normalized time through the earthquake cycle, t/T and Maxwell 
viscosity of the plastosphere.  Throughout, we assume and observations within 300 km of a single vertical 
strike-slip fault, a periodic earthquake recurrence interval of T = 300 years, and a shear modulus of 30 
GPa.  The main effect shown in this figure is that the percentage deviation from the steady state expecta-
tion is sensitive not only to plastosphere rheology but also period of the earthquake cycle in which geo-
detic observations are acquired.  As has been pointed out previously this is the central logic that is driving 
the community toward viscoelastic block models.  

 
Here, we develop a kinematically consistent model of the viscoelastic perturbation to the stress in 

the crust over an arbitrary number of periodic earthquake cycles, based on a viscoelastic block model 
framework [e.g., Sato and Matsu’ura, 1988; Hilley et al., 2009; Chuang and Johnson, 2011; Hearn et al., 
2013; Tong et al., 2014; DeVries et al., submitted manuscript, 2016]. We determine the sensitivity of the-
se models to changes in assumed viscosity structure and earthquake recurrence intervals. For simplicity, 
we limit our analysis and discussion to an idealized two-layer rheology structure (schizosphere and plas-
tosphere) with a Burgers rheology in the lower layer (Figure 1, inset), but the kinematically consistent 
model framework is general and would apply to more complicated geometries and rheologies. We infer 
that triggered earthquakes are be most likely to occur during the first 50% of the earthquake cycle regard-
less of the assumed long-term and transient viscosities. 

 
 
The Development of Kinematically Consistent Stress Evolution Models 
 
We can write expression for kinematically consistent time-dependent interseismic stress: 
  
 𝛔I(𝑡) = 𝛔B𝑡 − 𝛔SD𝑡 + 𝛔ε𝑡 + 𝛔VE(𝜂M, 𝜂K, 𝑡) − 𝛔VE(𝜂M, 𝜂K)	𝑡 (4) 
 
Here, 𝛔VE(𝜂M, 𝜂K, 𝑡) is the stress due to the viscoelastic effects of the most recent earthquake at time 𝑡. 
Because block motions are rigid rotations on the surface of the earth in this block model framework, the 
associated stressing rate 𝛔B = 0. In addition, we can rewrite 𝛔VE 𝜂M, 𝜂K  as 𝛔VE ,M,,K,- .𝛔VE(,M,,K,/)

-
 be-

cause 𝛔VE depends only on 𝜂M, 𝜂K, and recurrence interval T,  
 
 

𝛔I(𝑡) = −𝛔SD𝑡 + 𝛔ε𝑡 + 𝛔VE(𝜂M, 𝜂K, 𝑡) −
𝛔VE 𝜂M, 𝜂K, T − 𝛔VE(𝜂M, 𝜂K, 0)

T
𝑡 (5) 

 
With the definition 𝛔SD =

𝛔VE(,M,,K,/)
1

, we obtain a concise expression for kinematically consistent inter-
seismic stress evolution, 
 
 

𝛔I 𝑡 = 𝛔VE 𝜂M, 𝜂K, 𝑡 + 𝛔ε −
𝛔VE 𝜂M, 𝜂K, T

T
𝑡 (7) 

 
From equation (7), it is clear that at the end of the earthquake cycle 𝛔I 𝑡 = 𝑇 = 0. Additionally, interseis-
mic stress reaches a local maximum or minimum when  3𝛔I 4

34
= 0,	or the time 𝑡 at which, 
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𝛔VE 𝜂M, 𝜂K, 𝑡 = 𝛔ε −

𝛔VE 𝜂M, 𝜂K, T
T

 (8) 

 
In the case when internal strain 𝛔ε = 0, interseismic stress reaches a local maximum or minimum when 
the stressing rate equals the negative of the stress at the end of the earthquake cycle divided by the re-
currence interval T, or the time 𝑡 at which: 
 
 

𝛔VE 𝜂M, 𝜂K, 𝑡 = −
𝛔VE 𝜂M, 𝜂K, T

T
 (9) 

 
Finally, to emphasize only the time-dependent component of interseismic kinematically consistent stress 
(𝛔ϕ 𝑡 ), we may subtract the elastic components of stress from both terms on the right hand side of equa-
tion (7). Again here, for simplicity we will assume internal strain 𝛔ε = 0. 
 
 𝛔ϕ 𝑡 = [𝛔VE 𝜂M, 𝜂K, 𝑡 − 𝛔VE 𝜂M, 𝜂K, 0 ] − 𝛔VE(𝜂M, 𝜂K) (11) 
 
It is clear again here that at the beginning and the end of the earthquake cycle, σϕ 𝑡 = 0 = 0 and 
σϕ 𝑡 = 𝑇 = 0 everywhere. 
 

 
Figure 1. (main figure) The evolution of classic ΔCFS classic and kinematically consistent ΔCFSKC at 
two specific locations over many earthquake cycles. In this example calculation, the recurrence interval is 
T = 100 with a two-layer Maxwell model (log10ηM ≈ 19.0 Pa·s). The locations of these specific points are 
shown as white dots in Figure 2. (inset) A schematic diagram of the model geometry and rheology. The 
fault extends down to the base of the elastic layer at 15 km depth. Beneath the elastic layer is a viscoe-
lastic half-space with a Burgers rheology. 
 
 
 The differences between kinematically consistent models of earthquake cycle stress and previous (or 
“classic”) models of time-dependent stress after large earthquakes [e.g., Freed and Lin, 2001; Zeng, 
2001; Pollitz and Sacks, 2002] are most easily understood by examining stress evolution at specific loca-
tions (Figure 1). After a single earthquake, at a given distance from the fault, values of ΔCFSclassic ap-
proach constant values (e.g,. ~0.03 MPa at 70 km from the fault at 10 km depth for a two-layer Maxwell 
model with log𝜂M = 19.0 Pa·s; Figure 1) long after the earthquake, as stresses slowly equilibrate through 
the crust. With each subsequent earthquake, the magnitudes of ΔCFSclassic increase incrementally and 
without bound (Figure 1). By contrast, in kinematically consistent models of Coulomb failure stress 
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FIGURE 1. (main figure) The evolution of classic ΔCFSclassic (Figure 2, row 1) and kinematically 

consistent ΔCFSKC (Figure 2, row 2) at two specific locations over many earthquake cycles. In 

this example calculation, the recurrence interval is T = 100 with a two-layer Maxwell model 

(log10ηM ≈ 19.0 Pa·s). The locations of these specific points are shown as white dots in Figure 2. 

(inset) A schematic diagram of the model geometry and rheology. The fault extends down to the 

base of the elastic layer at 15 km depth. Beneath the elastic layer is a viscoelastic half-space with 

a Burgers rheology. 
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(ΔCFSKC), the total stress perturbation at the end of the earthquake cycle is zero, ensuring that earth-
quake-generated stresses in the crust do not increase indefinitely over many earthquake cycles (Figure 1) 
at any location. As a result, earthquake-generated stresses at locations near the fault may reach an abso-
lute maximum (e.g., ~0.016 MPa at a point 70 km from the fault at 10 km depth for a two- layer Maxwell 
model with log𝜂M = 19.0 Pa·s and recurrence interval T = 100 years) during the interseismic period, be-
fore decaying to satisfy the kinematic consistency constraint. Below, we summarize a few more of the 
phenomenologically novel aspects of the kinematically consistent model results (Figures 1-4) at a repre-
sentative seismogenic depth of 10 km. 
 

 
 
Figure 2. Histograms of the individual times (in % of earthquake cycle) at which a maximum (positive) 
value of kinematically consistent Coulomb Failure Stress is reached. Thin black vertical lines represent 
the mean and median time of occurrence. Opacity represents recurrence earthquake cycle recurrence 
interval duration: the most transparent histograms (background) correspond to T = 100 years and the 
least transparent histograms correspond to T = 500 years. 
 
Summary 
 A central result of this work are distinct predictions from classic conceptions of time-dependent visco-
elastic stress evolution. Without a known absolute failure threshold (and a dependable measure of the full 
state of stress in the crust), it is difficult to identify a time at which triggered earthquakes would be most 
likely based on classic models (Figure 1). This challenge does not exist for kinematically consistent mod-
els developed here in which the spatial extent of lobes of stress in these models - and the magnitudes of 
stress in the volume surrounding the fault – must reach a maximum either immediately after or at some-
time during the earthquake cycle. For these kinematically consistent models, we may simply base infer-
ences about the timing of triggered earthquakes on the timing of stress maxima (Figure 2), rather than on 
any arbitrary or empirically constrained stress thresholds. 
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FIGURE 4. Histograms of the individual times !!!"# (in % of earthquake cycle) at which points 

in an area 250 x 250 km around the fault at 10 km depth reach a maximum (positive) value of 

CFSKC. Thin black vertical lines represent the mean time across all points for which !!!"# is 

defined ( !!!"# , see text), and the median time, med(!!!"#). Opacity encodes recurrence 

intervals (T): the most transparent histograms (background) correspond to T = 100 years and the 

least transparent histograms correspond to T = 500 years. 
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